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Engineers 
are 

amazing



▪Everything has been designed by an engineer

▪Architects conceive the aesthetic, but engineers work out 
how things should be built 

▪BUT some infrastructure works well for its users/ 
communities, while other infrastructure does not

▪The difference is in how and when the users/ consumers/ 
communities were engaged in the design process
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▪ Risk averse

▪ Detailed 

▪ Conservative 

▪ Solution focused 

▪ Sequential

▪ Dislikes things they cannot control

▪ Exact/ precise

▪ Measured

▪ Rule follower
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A typical engineer…



▪ Happy to try new things

▪ Big picture

▪ Open

▪ People focused 

▪ Sequential

▪ Works well with complexity and ambiguity

▪ Rule maker/ breaker
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A typical P2 practitioner…



Key tips

1. Learn to speak their language

2. Customise your language - acronyms, titles, process diagrams, pie charts

3. Speak in absolutes, with certainty and about tangibles

4. Stats and data are key

5. Confident, clear body language 

6. Your mantra = risks, delays, cost

7. Use fear of outrage to create respect (last resort only)
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Community is now 
the key 
project risk

Community outrage costs real 
dollars

=
$20AUD billion in 10 years, road 

projects, Australia



Why is community the key project risk?

Answer (when talking to engineers)… risks, delays, cost

▪ technology enables everyone to be a protester

▪ consumers are more vocal than ever before and community outrage has increased

▪ three reasons why community is now the key project risk - meaning, trust and 
politics
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Meaning is a 
critical social 

motivator



Trust in 
government is 
gone



All projects are political



Protestors are 
anyone and everywhere



The 
engineering 
evolution

From traditional design to 
co design – the evolution of 
engineering 



1. Traditional = engineers designed based on 
what they believed was the best approach

2. Mid-point of engineering evolution = human, 
or user centred design

3. Final stage of the engineering evolution - P2!!!!
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Lived experience is 

just as important as 

technical  


